
A toolkit to co-create
community-based digital policy



Seeding, growth, propagation, 
and the Inga* plant

Inspirations

Inga edulis spreads from Central to South America and ranges from subtropical dry to tropical wet 
conditions. It compensates for nutrient depleted soils by fixing nitrogen with its root nodules.
Ideal species to reset and recover areas to start agroforestry projects and land recovery projects.*



Online Workshops
Sementes project articulated four 
focused groups organized into key 
themes:

● Solo (soil),
● Manejo (management),
● Frutos (fruits), 
● Tempo (time).

A visual impression of each session and 
its respective content was translated 
visually into four posters that found 
their way into the tool we envisioned.



SOLO: participants were invited to 
elaborate on the role of technology 
in the social transformations we 
want for the next generations



MANEJO: tapped into the tools 
and praxis in use on different 
social spaces, collectives and 
educational institutions.



FRUTOS: How might we distribute the 
knowledge we generate in different 
initiatives and aggregate that social 
wealth across communities or spaces?



TEMPO: Infra, praxis and outcomes are 
often happening outside a temporal 
context. This session invited us to reflect 
on today’s impact next to former 
initiatives developed along different 
political climate and maturity levels within 
the Brazilian context and diversity.



From the get-go we 
understood that we 
must design a solution 
that translates insights 
from ID21 and fonte.wiki
into a format that 
allows the knowledge to 
be mixed and adapted 
to different levels of 
maturity and contexts 
of use.

It is not a
playbook!



Facilitation Tool 
development



Through five sessions of 
co-creation several we 
captured several 
improvements to the 
concept to iterate further



key takeaways
● Canvas/Board: It grew from feedback with two extra fields, yet generally all players understood the concept;
● Digital version: Replicating the method into templates of online platforms (i.e. MIRO) could make the 

experimentation and adoption easier and to reach larger audiences;
● Challenges/Prompt cards: It must grow into a full facilitation set of cards, allowing anyone to use the tool;
● Botanical metaphors: The cluster metaphors chosen were not self explanatory enough and needed reviewing;
● Vocabulary/Literacy: Given the diversity of backgrounds and literacy among ‘players’, the whole tool 

vocabulary and content in general must be free of tech/digital lingo;
● Themes/Grouping: Distinct thematic decks may help engagement with complementary cards for specific 

topics, for instance, Digital Appropriation, Ecological Impact, Community & Education, among other suggestions.
● Outgrow the first iteration: The idea/solution has the potential to go beyond our starting point — digital 

policy — to serve social innovation projects other domains and interest groups.



Next steps
● Project Scope: Phase II must be defined and budgeted for;
● Vocabulary: A copywriter must be hired to define general tone of voice, and content;
● Deck redesign: The design must be simplified to text-actions focused on facilitation, with visual aid, easy 

to read/scan during the game-play. The challenge cards shall be expanded to a facilitation section.
● Reflective/Inspiration: Cards with inspirational content hampered the interaction during the play, yet the 

discussion added clear value. For the next iteration we can create a companion book to explain the intention 
of the tool, its methodology and inspire players and facilitators alike before game-play.

● Tempo Timeline: The Tempo tunnel had its clear value proven. A companion visual timeline must
be developed, specially due to the diversity of initiatives and communities in Brazil;

● Further Co-Creation: One clear takeaway is that to mature the deck and canvas we must run
face 2 face and virtual sessions to truly shape the content towards the context.


